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SPIRE FTS/Optics meeting QMW Sept.   8, 9 1999

Attendance: Peter Ade QMW
Jean-Paul Baluteau LAS
John Coker (day 2) MSSL
Pascal Darent LAS
Kjetil Dohlen LAS
Didier Ferand LAS
Matt Griffin QMW
Peter Hamilton QMW
Don Jennings GSFC
Ken King (day 2) RAL
Jerome Martignac LAS
Guy Michel Meudon
Dominique Pouliquen LAS
Tony Richards RAL
Sunil Sidher RAL/QMW
Bruce Swinyard RAL
Berend Winter (day 2) MSSL

1. Aims of the meeting

• Agree and close FTS requirements as in the current IRD
• Narrow down on options and make clear plan for deciding on the position measurement

scheme
• Clarify requirements for the Warm Electronics
• Formulate an updated development plan at leas up to the DDR

2. Actions from previous meeting

See table at the end of the minutes.

3. Optics

3.1 Presentation by Kjetil Dohlen

• BOLSP460B is the current “official” design.  A few tweaks are needed (see viewgraph).
460C is a provisional update (still not optimised).

• Feedback needed from mechanical design/layout team on accommodation (including FTS
mechanism) before producing final optimised design.

• Optical design programme now improved - can ray-trace both arms of the FTS at the
same time.

• Slight difference in magnification in the two arms as the carriage moves - marginal
impact on fringe contrast.  At edge of fov, and with maximum travel, displacement is 0.11
mm (vs. diffraction spot size of ~ 2.5 mm).

3.2 Presentation by Tony Richards

• SP460C traced in CODE V (see viewgraph)
• Possible clashes near edges of M11 and M12
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• M6 could be tweaked to adjust pupil imaging (see viewgraph - which shows improvement
in 460C)

• Viewgraphs show magnifications and movement of pupil near the secondary (for pupil at
the centre of movement) - pupil moves quite a bit at the secondary

• Viewgraph showing movement of final pupil (in front of detectors) as carriage moves -
shows how much oversizing needed for that stop

• Viewgraphs showing geometric footprints at various mirrors

3.3 Comments on optical design

Fringe Contrast
Analysis is required of the effects of vignetting and diffraction on the reduction in fringe
contrast during mirror movement.  Any loss of contrast is probably small and only at
extremes of fov and resolution – however this should be tested using ASAP.  Fringe contrast
will dictate the alignment budget and we need a clear requirement on fringe.

Straylight
Best handled by cold stop at entrance to 4-K box between M6 and M7 (doesn’t change with
carriage position).  Not that concerned about stray light due to beam overspill within the FTS
as this won’t be interferometrically modulated.

Retroreflectors
There is an advantage for alignment tolerances in making corners of rooftops coincident
This can be accommodated in the optical design.  Tolerances are large anyway. It is also
suggested that using cube-corner retroreflectors could make system self-correcting in both
directions.  This would have little impact on the space envelope of the mirror or the optical
design.  However there is a need to look at whether there is a loss of compensation for
aberrations within the optical design

Action: BMS and KD to specify plan for modelling fringe contrast and mirror sizes in
the FTS

Action: KD to examine aberration-correcting properties of the cube-corner reflector option.

4. Review of FTS requirements

Review of Bruce Swinyard’s requirements document of 18/8/99

Requirement Comments
Linear travel OK
Minimum movement
sampling interval

J-PB: Should be “at least the Nyqvist interval”
(allows for 5 x oversampling in rapid scan mode)

Sampling step control Change to 5-25 µm
It is not a requiremetn to be able to scan around a region away
from the zpd.
We do want to be able to start from any specified minus position
wrt the zpd

Start and end points of
scan

Flyback

Should be able to start and end data taking at any two arbitrary
points within the scan range

No requirement
Dead time Goal of <10% for resolution of 0.4 cm-1
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Requirement Comments
Mirror velocity in
operation (taking data)

Max is OK.  Goal of higher (0.2) if feasible.

Velocity control “Selectable” not “variable”
Change 0.01 to 0.02 cm s-1

Velocity stability Requirement = as high as possible
Goal = 1% rms at nominal operating speed as measured between
5-200 Hz. Applies for the required resolution of 0.4 cm-1.
Applies from scan to scan and within scan.
Timescale over which stability required = 1 day

Position measurement 0.1 µm near zpd (±0.3125 cm)
0.3 µm further out (quite conservative)
(KD viewgraph shows OK for feedhorns)

Sampling frequency 200 Hz OK
Fringe contrast
(modulation efficiency)

See KD’s viewgraph
Suggested requirement:  80% worst case for any point in the field
at 0.4 cm-1 but differential vignetting and differential distortion
need to be studied.
BMS: What is fringe contrast required at?
Measurement conditions: monochromatic point source
This requirement is on the whole FTS system

4.1 Comments on FTS requirements

200 Hz may be too fast for the CEA detectors
What is the impact of going to 150 um?  Accommodation issues rule the use of a third array –
it was felt that going to 150 µm with two arrays would compromise the 200-300 µm
performance.  Peter Ade suggested that we could put slope on SW filter as compromise to get
some performance out to 150 µm without big impact on 200-300 um performance.

4.2 Conclusions on FTS requirements

• Idea of tapering the short-wavelength band filter could be looked at
• Baseline FTS wavelength range remains 200 - 670 µm

Any alternatives will (i) be considered only after detector selection; (ii) may
involve extension of wavelength range but not with optimised performance
outside the prime 200 - 400 µm band; (iii) have negligible impact on
performance within the 200-400 µm range

• Note that the formal requirements are as in the latest issues of the IRD, including the
updates discussed at this meeting, not the PDR documentation.

5. Progress on FTS Mechanism

5.1 Presentation by Don Jennings:  NASA Goddard carriage mechanism concept

150 angle gives travel ~ length of one of the arms
Working on improving the performance wrt up-down motion

• Requirements - see viewgraph - SPIRE requirements should be achievable.
Getting below 1 kg should be no problem, inc. actuator
Average dissipation over a scan = 1.7 mW

• GSFC have lots of experience with flex pivots from FIRAS etc.
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• SPIRE version has been designed, including actuator
• Actuator diameter is only 26 mm (+ a little bit)
• Design fits within constraints of beams.  Limit is width of the dihedral at the front, and

there is some margin there.
• Proposing to build prototype by February 2000.

Conclusions on Goddard mechanism:

1. Launch lock (need for it/availability of proven design, etc.) issue needs to be addressed
before PDR.

2. Need to discuss flexibility on 20 mm dimension with MSSL
3. Building a prototype is good idea.  Parameters for prototype will be fully defined in the

next version of the IRD (available soon)
4. Requirement on travel is not a major driver on the FTS
5. Requirements stay, but have a goal of being able to do double-sided interferograms at full

resolution.

5.2 Presentation by Pascal Dargent

Viewgraphs showing working on mechanical design of test set-up for position sensor
evaluation

5.3 Presentation by Guy Michel: Moiré fringe system evaluation

• Testing Moire fringe system using industrial device with no modification
• Works at 4 K
• Fringe amplitude at 5 K = 100 mV vs 2000 mV at 300 K
• Next steps: investigate mechanical/optical/LED optimisation
• Work towards evaluating concept and proposing a solution
• Also tested LEDs and photodiodes from OPTEK

This LED also works at 4 K with 0.9 mW LED power
• Also working on capacitative sensor

Comments on Guy’s presentation:

Most of the power is dissipated in the diode substrates rather than in the emitting area.
Getting a special diode could reduce dissipation  by factor of ~ 5
Capacitative sensor - best to leave out of the picture - two options is as many as we can study
in the time available.

5.4 Presentation by Kjetil Dohlen: LVDT system evaluation at LAS

• Viewgraph showing noise at centre of LVDT travel range of ± 5 mm
• Noise increases with displacement  - up by factor of 5 at extremes
• Will repeat measurements with longer travel LVDT

5.5 Presentation by Didier Ferrand: FTS control system

• Option 1:
Speed control loop + detector position encoder + telemetry
High bandwidth servo loop for low sensitivity to external disturbances
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Need position sensor for step and integrate control
Simple interface with CEA warm electronics

• Option 2:
Phase lock with incremental encoder
Incremental encoders for detector sampling and telemetry
Fully digital system
Limited velocity stability at low speed
Not suitable for step-and-integrate control
Simple DRCU interface and telemetry
Digital electronics simple
Correction LVDT non linearity - not easy to do this
Would need to implement using FPGAs
Makes DRCU interface tricky

• Option 3:
See viewgraph

• Conclusions:
If want a lot of flexibility, may need to combine the two types of position sensors
Fast scanning easier with Moiré fringe
Step-and-integrate easier with LVDT but not impossible with encoder (Moire fringe)

Comments on Didier’s presentation:

1. Keeping the analogue servo, fully digital control is possible (flexibility on operating
parameters such as mirror speed)

2. LVDT correction in flight needed for velocity control.  Won’t be a problem if it’s within
the 1% requirement

5.6 Discussion on position measurement system

BMS: LVDT is still in the running.  Advantage that it has been flown.  Moiré fringe has
 disadvantage of having optical source in the box - bad for stray light.
GM: Cooling LVDT will reduce the sensitivity due to degraded permeability
PARA: Can specify higher-permeability core
PD: Effect of non-linearity of guidance on sensor?
PARA: Moiré fringe system is very insensitive
KD: Will be testing off-the-shelf long travel LVDT - can be tested cold
PARA: Specify magnet that can be cooled
KD: Note that Moiré fringe system was flown on FIRAS (although they used fibres)

5.7 Plan for position sensor development leading up to PDR in March/April

Common requirements and constraints:

Power dissipation 2 mW max; goal a lot less
Volume envelope Needs to be specified
Redundancy
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Moiré fringe system programme:

Test LEDs at 4 K and identify best option
Measurement of performance at 4 K
Lifetime tests - could just do a lot of cold cycles in the course of the measurement
Thermal cycles - will probably be covered in general testing
Investigation of fringe amplitude degradation
Clarification of effect of fringe amplitude degradation on position resolution (may be OK)
Stray light test - can BACUS be used? - high priority for decision
Stray light suppression by having outer radiation shield - design
Warm vibration
Redundancy - a design with redundancy for LED and photodiode

LVDT system programme:

Performance measurements warm and cold
Performance stability on recycling (especially non-linearity)
Magnetic interference with motor
EMI - same as stray light tests

Conclusions on FTS mechanism/readout development:

1. LAS and CEA to confer on implications for WE of both options (e.g., do we need to
decide control system for Nov. PDR, implications for electronics architecture, budgets,
schedule, etc.)

2. Moiré system is baseline for Nov. review and FTS PDR
3. LVDT system is to be presented as backup
4. Highest priority tests = stray light tests at QMW

6. Mechanical interfaces and constraints

6.1 Presentation by Berend Winter

• Viewgraphs showing photometer and FTS internal layout
• FTS mechanism envelope assumed so far is as in PDR
• 44.5 mm between OBP and centre of the beam
• OBP is 20 mm thick (TBC)
• Two extra fold mirrors have been added to cope with detector array accommodation

problems

6.2 Conclusions on mechanical interfaces

Motor accommodation:
• Motor = cylinder 26 mm diameter; 3.7” = 9 cm
• Could maybe be recessed in  OBP but not preferred
• Default: GSFC will redesign with motor on the top.  If this is a problem then

GSFC can discuss with MSSL.

Dichroic accommodation

• Difficult accommodation problem if 90 mm clear aperture -  need to specify the actual
requirements
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7. FTS development plan

Oct. 99 Breadboard mechanism for control system testing (inc. Moiré fringe tests to be
 done before PDR)
Nov. 99 Electronics PDR
Feb. 00 GSFC carriage available with commercial motor.  Will be available for

LAS tests if necessary.
March 00 FTS PDR
Sept. 00 DDR
Mar. 01 ? AIV of electronics and mechanism (includes qualification)
Jan. 01 Beamsplitters from QMW for optical breadboard model (which will be built up
 at Saclay)
Feb. 01 DRCU simulator from CEA
June 01 Electronics to CEA
Dec. 01 CQM delivery to RAL

June 03 FM delivery of GSFC carriage to LAS
Dec. 03 FM Delivery to RAL

GSFC already have a unit with similar travel and spring constant.  It may be possible for this
be used for control system testing.

8. Calibrator

Alternative to calibrator as proposed at PDR:

Point-like source in centre of pupil (80 K; 4% of pupil area)

Surrounded by adjustable temperature black disk (heatable to, say, 15 K) as back-up in case
hot calibrator fails and to provide absolute calibration

Advantages: terminates beam on black surface - reduced reflections

Breadboard tests are required to ensure that this method is capable of compensating the
telescope background.
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Summary of actions

Action Who Date Description Status Closed by:
AI-FTS-000300-01 BMS

KD
Oct.
15

Specify plan for
modelling fringe contrast
and mirror sizes in the
FTS for PDR purposes

Open

AI-FTS-000300-02 KD Oct.
15

Examine aberration-
correcting properties of
the cube-corner reflector
option

Open

AI-FTS-000300-03 LAS
CEA

End
Sept.

Confer on implications of
various options for warm
electronics

Open

AI-FTS-000300-04 QMW
GM

Today Discuss how to do stray
light tests on Moiré
system

?

AI-FTS-000300-05 BW TBD Specify volume envelope
for FTS mechanism draft
ICD

Open

AI-FTS-000300-06 BMS Sept.
16

Ask JPL and GSFC if
they can reduce the
diameter of the FTS
detector array modules

Open

AI-FTS-000300-07 KD Sept.
16

Specify required clear
apertures for dichroics in
their nominal positions

Closed E-mail of 13/9/99 –
appended

AI-FTS-000300-08 BW Sept.
30

Produce preliminary ICD
for FTS-structure
interface

Open

AI-FTS-000300-09 DP cf.
Nov.
Rev.
schedu
le

Provide Development
Plan for FTS for
November Electronics
Review

Open

AI-FTS-000300-10 MJG
BMS

Sept
26

Review numbers in data
rate note to remove errors
and include all
assumptions explicitly

Open

AI-FTS-000300-11 PH End.
Oct.

Test feasibility of nulling
background using
compact source in the
pupil

Open
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E-mail Closing Action AI-FTS-0003000-07
Dimensions of photometer dichroics (BOLPHT126B)
KD 13/9/99, in response to action of 9/9/99.

Beam footprints on the dichroics are determined by geometrical
raytracing. For both dichroics these are rectangular or
slightly trapezoidal with rounded corners. Largest diagonals
(Geom. dia.) are measured. The diameter of the component free
aperture (Comp. dia.) is calculated by adding 20%.

Code name   Description                    Geom. dia.
Comp. dia.
--------------------------------------------------------------
PDIC-1      First dichroic after M9        75 mm          90
mm
PDIC-2      Second    "      "   "         60 mm          72
mm
--------------------------------------------------------------

*****************************************************
Kjetil DOHLEN, mailto:dohlen@observatoire.cnrs-mrs.fr
Laboratoire  d'Optique,   Observatoire  de  Marseille
2, Place Le Verrier, 13248 Marseille Cedex 4,  FRANCE
Tel.: (+33) 4 95 04 41 24,  Fax.: (+33) 4 91 62 11 90
*****************************************************

Actions from Previous Meetings:

Most of these are closed or superseded, however some are not and do address important
issues – notably the need to define

Action Who Due Description Status Closed by:
-AI-FTS-0041-06 MJG 29 Jul

1998
Study the behavior of
sensitivity as a function of
wavelength for the filled
array options

Open?

-AI-FTS-0056-07 PA 24 Dec
1998

Provide Kjetil with
sample filter profile

Open?

AI-FTS-000164-01 RAL 12/2/99 Translate photometer
optical model into CAD
compatible format

Closed IGES file now
available direct from
optical model

AI-FTS-000164-02 KD 12/2/99 Evaluate spot diagrams
and distortion for 4x8
field for flat and curved
telescope focal plane.

Closed PDR presentation

AI-FTS-000164-03 KD 8/3/99 Draw up error budget and
alignment tolerances for
photometer

Closed PDR presentation

AI-FTS-000164-04 MC 31/3/99 Analyse diffraction
limited performance of
new photometer.

Closed PSF_BPH126.DOC
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Action Who Due Description Status Closed by:
AI-FTS-000164-05 AR 8/3/99 Input new photometer

design into APART and
outline first order baffles

Closed Apart modelling now
normal work

AI-FTS-000164-06 BS 12/2/99 Confirm temperatures of
optical elements in
photometer

Closed PDR Presentation

AI-FTS-000164-07 BS 8/3/99 Define filtering scheme
for photometer

Closed PDR Presentation

AI-FTS-000164-08 BS 12/2/99 Formally issue shutter
specification.

Closed Now in IRD

AI-FTS-000164-09 PA 1/4/99 Test effect of powered
mirrors in breadboard
FTS

Closed No effort available
will be done in
ASAP model

AI-FTS-000164-10 BS 19/2/99 Issue note outlining
different options for
sampling FTS mirror
positions

Closed E-mail and
discussion this
meeting

AI-FTS-000164-11 LR/
GM

8/3/99 Report on use of 4-K
LED’s and/or lasers for
Moire fringe encoder

Closed Report this meeting

AI-FTS-000164-12 BS/
MG

19/2/99 Evaluate ability to
reconstruct redshift of
Arp220 like galaxy as
function of R.

Delete Do we still need this?
Resolution
requirement has been
set.

AI-FTS-000164-13 KD 19/2/99 Complete optical model
of baseline FTS and
provide to RAL.

Closed Model available in
all formats

AI-FTS-000164-14 RAL 23/2/99 Translate into CAD
compatible file

Closed IGES file available
directly from optical
model

AI-FTS-000164-15 KD 12/4/99 Draw up error budget and
alignment tolerances for
spectrometer optics

Open Partially closed at
PDR

AI-FTS-000164-16 MC 30/4/99 Analyse diffraction
limited performance for
spectrometer

Open Ongoing

AI-FTS-000164-17 AR 12/4/99 Input new spectrometer
design into APART and
outline first order baffles

Closed APART model
complete now
normal work

AI-FTS-000164-18 BS 26/2/99 Confirm temperature of
all components in the
spectrometer

Closed PDR Presentation

AI-FTS-000164-19 DP 12/4/99 Identify candidate FTS
mirror mechanism
consistent with optical
design.

Closed Discussion this
meeting – agreement
with GSFC

AI-FTS-000164-20 LR/
GM

4/3/99 Finalise requirements on
the FTS drive mechanism
and position sensor.

Closed IRD and discussion
this meeting

AI-FTS-000164-21 JM/L
R

4/3/99 Report on further study
into FTS operation.

Closed Report SAp-SPIRE-
MJ-18-99

AI-FTS-000164-22 PA 30/3/99 Measure properties of JPL
feedhorns.

Closed Partially anyway by
report to May
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Action Who Due Description Status Closed by:
Detector meeting at
Caltech

AI-FTS-000164-23 MG/
BS

30/3/99 Finalise number of bands
and layout of FTS focal
plane using feedhorns

Closed PDR presentation

AI-FTS-000164-24 JPB 30/3/99 Define requirements on
FTS calibration source

Closed See report from
000164-21

AI-FTS-000164-25 MG/
BS

12/4/99 Write specification for
FTS calibration source

Closed PDR Presentation
and IRD

AI-FTS-000164-26 LR 4/3/99 Define draft data rate
requirements for the new
baseline FTS

Closed Data Rate Note – to
be issued as
appendix to
Operating Modes
Document

AI-FTS-000164-27 LR/P
AH

4/3/99 Define draft on-board
software requirements for
the new baseline FTS.

Open ?




























































































































